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Earphones Award Winner (AudioFile Magazine)Audie Award Winner, Audiobook of the Year,
2013 Audie Award Nominee, Best Solo Narration, 2013 Academy Award-winning actor Colin
Firth (The King’s Speech) won the Audie for Audiobook of the Year in 2013—for his first audio
performance, The End of the Affair. The love affair at the center of this 1951 classic novel takes
place in the bomb-strewn last days of World War II, and just after. Bendrix, a writer in war-torn
London, has fallen in love with Sarah, the wife of an acquaintance. Though unhappily married,
Sarah won’t leave her husband; she ends their affair and abruptly vanishes, reducing Bendrix's
inner life to rubble. His investigation of Sarah’s disappearance reveals the role her newly-
awakened Catholic faith played in her decision to leave, and other startling truths.The End of the
Affair mirrors Greene’s own relationship with a married woman, and positions religion as a
pivotal element in both the inner turmoil and outer destruction occurring in his life at the time.
Firth brilliantly conveys Greene’s characteristically bleak emotional terrain in an intimate,
nuanced, and unhurried performance.

"I have found The Scrum Field Guide by Mitch Lacey to be one of the best books on the market
to help teams with their adoption of Scrum and agile engineering practices. Lacey's book is
targeted at new Scrum adoptions, but I have found it to be a useful resource with my teams on
more advanced topics such as hiring, driving to completion,and building company-wide
cohesion. This is one book that will not just sit on your bookshelf or take up space in your
Kindle."--James Newkirk, VP of Platform, iStreamPlanet"This is an excellent field guide to
identifying and solving the issues faced by many Scrum teams. Even if you own the 1st edition, I
recommend spending the money for the much improved 2nd edition. Lacey tightened up the
terminology, cleaned up some of the graphics, and provided additional examples with a new
emphasis on value and risk. I particularly enjoyed five additional chapters in a new section called
"Wilderness Essentials." These chapters cover how to help the team complete the work in each
sprint that gets them to "Done," agile hiring techniques, how to manage risk, preventing sales
from overpromising, and how to answer that question that everyone asks: how to associate
hours with points. Engineers will find equal emphasis on technical issues and process issues,
something I don't typically see in other Scrum how-to books. And regardless of technical or non-
technical issues, Lacey uses quantitative data throughout to both identify problems and to
further analyze along the way to prove a solution is actually working. Very refreshing!"--Michele
Sliger, Author The Project Manager's Bridge to Agility"Some would say adopting and using
Scrum is difficult and rigid. However, using Scrum streamlines your projects, and allows for
value delivery in less time. The Scrum Field Guide is an engaging read that identifies challenges
accompanying Scrum adoption as well as additional issues for companies already immersed in



Scrum. Mitch does an excellent job of providing solid, easy to follow core agile concepts that
make Scrum work. I continually reference the book for new ways to help teams that are learning
and practicing the framework."--Gaylyn Thompson, Project Manager/Change Leader,Oil and
Gas Industry"If your organization is adopting Scrum, you need this book. The stories you will
read are all stories that every person in software has lived; dealing with challenging customers,
creating new teams, release planning and more. You'll find yourself returning to The Scrum Field
Guide over and over, discovering more and more ideas to help you with your adoption."--Brad
Wilson, CenturyLink CloudThis book reflects and shows Mitch's experience and expansive
Scrum and agile knowledge. His book, The Scrum Field Guide, is an easy-to-read, pragmatic
synopsis of the everyday challenges his clients, and companies worldwide, face on a daily basis
when adopting Scrum. This book will help you to be more successful with Scrum in your
organization and help you avoid and overcome issues many teams face during the first year of
implementing Scrum.--Gerwald Oberleitner, Solution Sales Developer Tools & ALM/DevOps,
MicrosoftAbout the AuthorMitch Lacey, founder of Mitch Lacey & Associates, Inc., helps
companies reach their maximum potential by building high-performing organizations through the
adoption of agile practices, including Scrum and XP. Mitch’s rich, practical experience and his
pragmatic approach are trusted by many companies including Adobe Systems, Aera Energy,
Bio-Rad, EchoStar, Microsoft, Oracle, Qualcomm, Salem Hospital, SAP, Sony, and more. He is a
CST, a PMI Project Management Professional (PMP), and an Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP).
Mitch has served on the board of directors for the Agile Alliance and the Scrum Alliance. Learn
more at . 
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G. Bestick, “Thin Line between Love and Hate. The End of the Affair is the most autobiographical
of Greene's major novels. In it, he exhumes the emotions of a fiery sexual passion, apparently
based on his own affair with Catherine Walston, to whom he dedicates the novel. Greene
converted to Catholicism as a young man, and he also uses this novel to illuminate the difficult
path a seeker must take to arrive at belief in the Roman Catholic god.The plot is convoluted, and
at times barely credible. The novelist Maurice Bendrix had a torrid affair with Sarah Miles, the
wife of a dull civil servant, which Sarah broke off abruptly and without explanation. The novel
opens a few years later, when Bendrix bumps into Sarah's husband, Henry. Henry, unaware of
his wife's affair with Bendrix, confides that he's worried about Sarah's mysterious comings and
goings, and is thinking of hiring a detective to follow her. Henry abandons the idea, but Bendrix
is still consumed with jealousy and wants to know who has replaced him in Sarah's affections.
He hires the detective on his own. Over the course of the investigation, Bendrix learns why
Sarah left him, who Sarah is now seeing, and that he hasn't been displaced by another man
after all. Bendrix must decide how to deal with what he's learned about Sarah, and what to do
about his reawakened feelings for her.Greene spares us no instance of the anger, pettiness, and
spitefulness of Bendrix' possessive love. Indeed, we see little that's life-enhancing in this affair,
unless you count the fever of desire that hurls Bendrix out of the confines of his own
consciousness or the brief spikes of bliss during snatched moments of sex. Bendrix discovers,
as many have before him, that love and hate come from the same source; once he's fallen into
the well of strong emotions, he has trouble figuring out how to swim back up to the light.Both
Sarah and Bendrix are reaching for something transcendent. Bendrix believes he'll find it in the
relationship with Sarah, if only they can love each other perfectly enough. Sarah comes to
believe that what she's seeking lies beyond the flesh. The emotions unleashed by her physical
love for Maurice enable her to apprehend the "aweful mystery" of divine love. She resists at first,
then gives over to god. Bendrix is a harder case. He starts out dismissing even the idea of god
as a childish legend. By the end of the book, he's having heated arguments with this god in
whom he doesn't believe.Greene's justification for Sarah's turn towards religious faith seems to
be that human love, compassion and agency are inadequate to the task of relieving human
suffering. Once we reach the end of human resources, god is the only answer left. He's too
good a novelist to get overly didactic, and too keen an intellect not to have doubts about the
rigid, dour dogma of his adopted Catholicism. This interplay between doubt and faith gives The
End of the Affair its tensile strength. That and his emotionally courageous depiction of
passionate love allow this novel to transcend its post World War II milieu, and explain why it
continues to snare successive generations of readers.”

Ethan Cooper, “Anguished and inward. Maurice Bendrix is having an affair with the lovely and
sexy Sarah Miles, whose husband Henry is indifferent to sex. Bendrix is an odd duck, since he



seems to find little pleasure in his affair. Instead, he is focused on the end of the affair, which he
considers inevitable. This prospect makes Bendrix resent Sarah. Then, he badgers her or
accuses her of deceit. At times, this prospect of lost love actually transforms his love into anger
and then hate. He hates Sarah... hates her... but he loves her.Does this make sense to you?
Well, this dynamic evidently made sense to Graham Greene, since it appears in several
permutations in this book. Sarah, for example, also has moments when she hates Bendrix, who
she loves. And she hates her husband for his clueless passivity. But if this quality manifests as
sweet spousal dependence? Well, then Sarah loves Henry, although she hates him for
awakening her love.AFFAIR becomes even more angry, muddled, and inward when Sarah
makes a rash vow to God, ends the affair with Bendrix and, over time, transforms her love of
Bendrix into a love of God. But God tortures Sarah with doubt, guilt, and sexual frustration.
Needless to say, she sometimes hates God. (But not stridently, since she considers herself a
phony whose emotions are untrustworthy.) Bendrix, by the way, also hates Henry but really really
hates God. But at this novel's end, he suggests that you can't hate a person (or God) unless you
love them first. But he does hate Sarah. Henry, it turns out, is okay...In many of Greene's books,
the protagonist is struggling with issues of Christian faith or Catholic duty. Often, these shape the
sense of responsibility of his protagonists, who then enact some form of heroic but pointless self-
immolation. But in THE END OF THE AFFAIR, Christian and Catholic concerns produce only
self-immolation. In AFFAIR, in other words, the narrative forces that normally make Greene's
characters reach for principled (albeit futile) greatness simply point inward. The effect is that the
anguished Bendrix and Sarah are private and small, not futile but still heroic. My edition of
AFFAIR has great blurbs, touting this novel as a masterpiece. But I prefer, say, the whiskey priest
in THE POWER AND THE GLORY who does the right and brave thing for the poor of the
Catholic Church, even though he no longer believes.The character Bendrix is a novelist.
Occasionally, he offers insights about writing fiction, which might be the great Graham Greene
speaking. For example:o I have never been able to describe even my fictitious characters except
by their actions.o ...a detective must find it as important as a novelist to amass his trivial material
before picking out the right clue. But how difficult that picking out is--the release of the real
subject.o Over twenty years I have probably averaged five hundred words a day for five days a
week. I can produce a novel in a year...This novel improves with reflection. Rounded up to four
stars.”

S Riaz, “The End of the Affair. Published in 1951, this is set in London during, and shortly after,
the years of the Second World War and draws autobiographically on his own love affair with
Lady Catherine Walston, which began in 1947. This book is more a record of hate, than of love,
our central character, Maurice Bendrix tells us. Indeed, Bendrix is full of hate and anger,
jealousy and spite. The novel begins in 1946, when Bendrix, an author, runs into Henry Miles on
Clapham Common. Bendrix was having an affair with Henry’s wife, Sarah; but she ended the
affair, leaving Bendrix an embittered and obsessive lover.This is a novel which is so realistic, so



full of pain and rage, that you almost want to turn away from the page. Indeed, Bendrix is very
much an anti-hero, full of unlikeable traits. He loves Sarah and longs for her to call him, but,
when she is with him, he immediately wants to start a row with her. He is selfish, unkind, hurtful
and yet, what saves him as a character, is that he knows he is behaving badly. He is all too
aware of how unfair he is and how desperately he loves Sarah. Henry Miles is an important,
successful Civil Servant, who cares for Sarah, but the couple have long lost the romantic side of
their marriage. However, Bendrix is unaware of the real reasons why Sarah left him and his
attempt to discover the truth will lead to disaster.Although this sounds a very depressing and
dark novel, it has some tragic-comic moments; most notably in the character of the private
detective, Parvis, and ‘his boy,’ Lance. The novel also delves into some huge, and important
themes; the destructiveness of jealousy, the strange, reciprocal relationship, that grows between
Henry and Bendrix, religion, vows and success. Through it all, Graham Greene lays bare his
characters, and, through them, himself, with painful clarity. You cannot read this and not be
moved.”

Jane Griffiths, “Sad, beautiful, and pervaded by guilt. The end of this affair, here between a
rather bloodless moderately successful writer and a married woman, whose husband is an even
more bloodless (less bloodful?) civil servant, as the V1s rain down over Clapham Common in
WWII, is brought about by her guilt, her husband's inadequacy, and the writer's coldness. She
tries to find her place with God, and she dies, with that unresolved.I found it beautiful,
mesmerising, desperately sad, and profound, as well as wonderfully atmospheric of wartime
London.”

Phil Pittard, “Wrestling with reality. What an intriguing book. Can a deal made in an instant hold
such power over a person? I would imagine that two people, one of faith and one with none
(although this is not possible) would find very different things in this book. I very much enjoyed
the novelty of this book, so refreshing to leave thrillers and crime behind. Alas I did not leave
romance behind, but this was different. I say jump in to this book and let it lead you where it will
and leave you.... who knows where!”
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